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Some solar wind history and concepts
A little bit about turbulent heating
The solar wind at 1 AU and beyond is more thermalized by collisions
As we go closer to the Sun, we should see more ‘plasma physics’ and
intermittency
5. NASA Parker Solar Probe (PSP) will launch this summer (!) and enter the
corona

The Sun
A boring, middle-aged star
G type, population 1, ‘yellow dwarf’
Photospheric blackbody ~5000-6000K
Sunspots and ‘active regions’

The solar corona

The solar corona

The corona is very hot and magnetized
Scale height (H ~ kT/mg) is not consistent with simple hydrostatic equilibrium
- Using 6000 degrees C as a temperature, if the atmosphere is hydrogen then H = 175 km
(110 miles)
- Instead, from the eclipses the scale height is clearly comparable to the radius of the Sun, or
H = 695,500 km (430,000 miles)
- So the corona is very hot or we have some new, lighter elements ‘ coronium’
Alfvén (1941) estimated coronal brightness scale
height (~2 Rs) and suggested hot ‘atmosphere’
Edlén (1942) identified line emission with highly
ionized Fe implying electron temperatures of T >106
C – temperature inversion!
E corona – emission lines from ionized, heavy
elements in the corona – UV-soft x-ray
- H and He are fully ionized – no emission
- Minor ions are partially ionized
- Polarization of emission lines gives line-of-sight
magnetic field

temperature T(R) is related to E(R) by E=(3/2)kT.
The coronal temperature has a maximum between
1.5 and 3 RS : Tmax = 1.98x106 K = 0.12 Eo,
where Eo = (3/4) go RS mH = 1490 eV.

Figure 2. Coronal temperatures versus altitude
above the photosphere. The diamond symbols:
Pottasch’s8 empirical temperature distribution deduced
from eclipse observations; peak value: Tmax = 1.43x106
K. The solid line at h > 0.5 RS is Chapman’s10
conductive temperature model. The dotted line is an
isothermal coronal model similar to that of van de
Hulst11. The dotted-dashed line is a conductive
temperature distribution fitting Pottasch’s empirical
temperature gradient somewhere between h = 2 RS and
4 RS.

Chapman’s solar ‘atmosphere’

HYDROSTATIC MODELS OF THE
SOLAR CORONA

Chapman (1957) assumed a static
Empirical
Coronal
‘atmosphere’
as a Temperature
ideal gas in and
Density
Distributions.
hydrostatic
equilibrium
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Using the same method as Alfvén3, Pottasch8
calculated T(r), a similar radial coronal temperature
7
distribution from the density scale heights
s of ne(r),
another equatorial density distribution deduced, from
6
2 solid curve with
observations of the 1952 eclipse. The
symbols in Fig. 2 shows T(h) as a function h, the
5
altitude between h=1.2RS, and 20RS 1. Empirical
coronal temperature profiles derived from more
4
Collisional
flux
contemporary
eclipseheat
observations
show similar
trends. Smaller
and peak values are found over the poles.
3
Pottasch’s temperature profile was calculated under
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0
1000.0
the assumptions: (i) that the corona is in hydrostatic
Altitude: h (RS)
equilibrium, (ii) that its brightness and density
Figure 3. Coronal electron densities versus the
distributions are spherically symmetric, (iii) that it is
+
++
gives(iv)
a density
profile
minimum
at ~100
Rs symbols
altitude with
abovea the
photosphere.
Diamond
He ions,
that
formed of 90 % H ions and 10% This
8
empiricalThe
densities.
Solid
show Pottasch
the ion and electron temperatures which
are the would
same, and
be convectively
unstable!
system
is thick line is
10
Chapman’s conductive hydrostatic model. Dotted
finally (v) that the plasma is quasi-neutral. The peak
dynamic…
Also
too
much pressure at heliopause
6
line: isothermal hydrostatic model for T(h) = 1.43x106
temperature is Tmax = 1.43 10 K at h = 0.5RS. Note
(figure:
Lemaire)
K. The doted-dashed line with steep
vertical
slope at h
that Brandt9 showed that T(h) is not significantly

Parker’s solar wind model
(Comet tails and boundary conditions)
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where M = U/c

Parker’s solar wind model
- Hydro solution (like Bondi
accretion)
- Predicts a supersonic
atmosphere ‘wind’
- Similar to ‘de Laval nozzle’
or a jet engine
- Requires energy input (gas
pressure) at the base. kTph
is not nearly enough!
- ‘Alfven point’ in
magnetized plasma
determines extent of
corona - corotation

A ‘solar wind’ is accelerated from the corona

de Laval nozzle !
⇢ w = const
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Mariner 2 measurements

Parker’s solar wind is confirmed
The solar wind is highly variable

Solar wind acceleration profiles
20

Steven R. Cranmer

‘Fast’ and ‘slow’
profiles
Fast wind is relatively
uniform
Slow solar wind is
impulsive
Minor ions show
enhanced
acceleration – fieldaligned flow
Figure 8: Radial dependence of solar wind outflow speeds. UVCS Doppler dimming determinations for
protons (red; Kohl et al., 2006) and O+5 ions (green; Cranmer et al., 2008) are shown for polar coronal
holes, and are compared with theoretical models of the polar and equatorial solar wind at solar minimum
(black curves; Cranmer et al., 2007) and the speeds of “blobs” measured by LASCO above equatorial
streamers (open circles; Sheeley Jr et al., 1997).

(Cranmer, 2009)
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Solar wind temperature profiles
Steven R. Cranmer

Figure 6: Radial dependence of empirical and model temperatures in polar coronal holes and fast wind
streams. Mean plasma temperatures from a semi-empirical model (dashed black curve; Avrett and Loeser,
2008) and from a turbulence-driven coronal heating model (solid black curve; Cranmer et al., 2007). Te
from o↵-limb SUMER measurements made by Wilhelm (2006) (dark blue bars) and Landi (2008) (light
blue bars), Tp from UVCS measurements assembled by Cranmer (2004b) (see text), and perpendicular O+5
ion temperatures from Landi and Cranmer (2009) (open green circles) and Cranmer et al. (2008) (filled
green circles). In situ proton and electron temperatures in the fast wind (r > 60 R ) are from Cranmer
et al. (2009).

Minor ions are heated strongly and are primarily perpendicular
+5
keyto
details
about the velocity
of H0is
, O
, and Mg+9 to be derived. For the resoB (cyclotron
res?).distributions
T/T of 10+
huge!

nantly scattered emission lines seen at large heights with UVCS, the most straightforward plasma

(Cranmer et al., 2008)

The solar wind is bimodal

Fast wind emerges from
coronal holes, slow wind
from streamer belt

But energy flux is constant…
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What is the energy source?
Waves/turbulence vs reconnection

Footpoint shuffling of open field lines
generates Alfven waves. Waves
propagate upward and damp –
“somehow”

Reconnection injects energy
from closed field regions
(Cranmer cartoon)

Alfven waves
CoMP at NSO
FeXIII at 1074.7 nm
- ‘Waves’ are faster than sound
- Propagate along magnetic field
- Low intensity
Hinode (JAXA) CaII measurements

Plasma wave launching
-

1) Footpoint ‘shuffling’ generates currents, magnetic fields
2) Alfven waves propagate upward, some reflect
3) Produce a turbulent cascade that terminates in damping
4) Damping (Landau and transit-time) or heating (cyclotron, stochastic)
heats the plasma or maybe form current sheets and reconnect?

(Chandran cartoon)

ence. We conclude that the shape of the spectrum, including the ion scale flattening, can be
ensity fluctuations at large scales and kinetic Alfvén wave turbulence at small scales.

The solar wind is heated continuously

lasmas, heating, heliosphere, spacecraft charging
h, 96.60.Vg
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FIGURE 1. Variation of proton temperature with heliocentric distance for collisionally young (Ac < 0.01) solar wind. The

The solar wind is heated continuously
Helios observations 0.3 < R < 1.0 AU,
400 < VSW < 500 km/s, T ~ R -1.0 ± 0.10
500 < VSW < 600 km/s, T ~ R -0.8 ± 0.10
600 < VSW < 700 km/s, T ~ R -0.8 ± 0.09
700 < VSW < 800 km/s, T ~ R -0.8 ± 0.17

Turbulent transport theory
attempts to describe the rate
energy cascades to small scales
and the evolution of the large- and
intermediate-scale fluctuations. It
does not describe the actual
dissipation processes.

Turbulent ‘eddies’
evolution

viscous damping

Fluid turbulence

The Cascade ‘Paradigm’
Magnetic + Velocity Power

Unprocessed features of solar origin…

Þ

Energy-containing
range given to us
by the Sun.

…well-studied waves
or turbulence…

Inertial range:
Reprocessed energy
determined by MHD
dynamics.

…plasma
kinetic
Dissipation range: Governed
physics.
by preferential removal of
energy.

1 / (Few hours)

0.2 Hz

Magnetized turbulent ‘eddies’
evolution

Ambient magnetic field

collisionless damping

Magnetized Turbulence

Anisotropic MHD turbulence

The black dots of panel (c) in Fig. 3 show the correlation
between the electric and the magnetic wavelet power as a
function of k!i . It can be seen that the fluctuations are
strongly correlated through the inertial range (with coefficient ! 1), remain well correlated between the two break-

Alfvenic fluctuations and KAW at
1 AU
Phase speed is ~Alfven speed
Dispersion at short wavelength is like
Kinetic Alfven Wave
Electric field spectrum
Magnetic field spectrum

E/B ~ phase speed

(Bale et al., 2005)
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Figure 4. Perpendicular and parallel power for each of the five
periods in Table 1, compensated to remove a spectral gradient of
−5/3 from the perpendicular power and −2 from the parallel.

(Wicks et al., 2010)

Solar wind ion kinetics
- Core protons, proton
beams, alphas
- Not generally thermal
equilibrium
- relative drifts,
finite/large temperature
anisotropies
- collisionality – A ~ n t

7/26/18
(Marsch
et al)

(Kasper et al)

FIG. 2: The breakdown of a simple single fluid description of the solar win
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(Maruca et al, 2013,
Kasper et al, 2017)
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A ‘zone’ of ion heating

Kasper et al.

The collisional evolution
equation

dT↵
= ⌫ ↵/ (T
dt

T↵ )

Can be integrated back to
a starting point in the
inner heliosphere.
This starting point seems
to be related (equal?) to
the Alfven radius!

Figure 3. Our simple three-zone model for ion temperature ratios in the inner
heliosphere.
The
panel schematically indicates the ratio of the relative
(Kasper
etupper
al., 2017)
rates of preferential ion heating to Coulomb relaxation as a function of distance.
The lower panel indicates the resulting excess temperature of He2+ relative to
H+. Close to the surface of the Sun, the plasma is highly collisional and

And the Alfven radius
moves around with solar
cycle.

Electron velocity distributions

Wind/3DP electron measurements

7/26/18

Electron heat flux
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Strahl dominates the suprathermal electron
population in the corona…

€

Electron core drift to vA
Core drift normalized to Alfven speed
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Large core drift rates exceed the Alfven and sound speeds!
This should be unstable and/or modify wave damping (heating) rates

.

Solar wind velocity
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Figure 1. Radial solar wind speed in three di↵erent high speed streams,

Solar wind speed

Speed enhancements in the near-Sun fast wind

3

The velocity ‘spikes’ can be as
large at 1000 km/s (2x the
ambient speed)
The radial velocity spikes
correspond to radial magnetic
field spikes.
The spikes are Alfvenic in nature.
Remnants of coronal ’jets’?

AU high speed stream. Top to bottom,
(Horbury
et al,
2018)
field component,
proton
core
number
d parallel (black) temperautres and core

Figure 3. A short duration velocity enhancement observed by Helios 2 in a

What can we expect to measure in
the corona?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Large pressure/temperature anisotropies
Active ion heating – mass proportional?
Nonthermal electron and ion populations (beams, tails, strahl)
Impulsive Alfvenic structures and waves
Little collisional processing

NASA Parker Solar Probe (PSP)

2018 launch
In Phase B
~9.5 Rs perihelion
~90 day orbit
7 yr mission
7/26/18

PSP Level 1 Science Objectives
L1 Science Objectives

Sample Processes

Needed Measurements

Instruments

1. Trace the flow of
energy that heats and
accelerates the solar
corona and solar
wind.

- heating
mechanisms of the
corona and the
solar wind;

- electric & magnetic
fields and waves,
Poynting flux, absolute
plasma density &
electron temperature,
spacecraft floating
potential & density
fluctuations, & radio
emissions

FIELDS
- Magnetic Field
- Electric Field
- Electric/Mag Wave

- energetic electrons,
protons and heavy ions

SWEAP
- Plasma e-, H+, He++
- SW velocity & temperature

- environmental
control of plasma
and fields;

2. Determine the
structure and
dynamics of the
- connection of the
plasma and magnetic solar corona to the
fields at the sources of inner heliosphere.
the solar wind.
- particle
3. Explore
energization and
mechanisms that
transport across
accelerate and
the corona
transport energetic
particles.
7/26/18

- velocity, density, and
temperature of solar
wind e-, H+, He++
- solar wind structures
and shocks

ISOIS
- Energetic electrons
- Energetic protons and
heavy ions
- (10s of keV to ~100 MeV)

WISPR
- White light measurements of
solar wind structures

The PSP Plasma Environment
Helios (0.29 AU), 1 AU, and remote sensing measurements extrapolated into 10 Rs

Helios

(a)

(b)

- Magnetic field
- Velocity
- Proton density
- Proton temperature
Helios + models
- Electron temperature

(c)

(d)
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Plasma environment…
Parameters
Magnetic)Field
Electric)Field
Density
Electron)Temperature
Solar)Wind)Speed
Alfven)Speed
Plasma)Frequency
Electron)Gyrofrequency
Proton)Gyrofrequency
Convected)Debye)Scale
Convected)Electron)Inertial)Length
Convected)Ion)Inertial)Length
Convected)Ion)Gyroradius
DC/LF)Electric)Fluctuations
Kinetic)Electric)Fluctuations

7/26/18

|B0|)~)δB
|E|)~)vswB0
ne)~)δne
Te
vsw
vA
fpe
fce
fci
vsw/λD
vsw/(c/ωpe)
vsw/(c/ωpi)
vsw/ρi
δEA)~)vA)δBA
δEL

-

High cadence sampling
Burst memory system
Floating voltage preamps
Large dynamic range

~10+Rs+Typical

55+Rs+Typical

1+AU+Typical

2000)nT
100)mV/m
7000)cmA3
85)eV
210)km/s
500)km/s
750)kHz
60)kHz
32)Hz
250)kHz)(4)µs)
3.5)kHz)(0.3)ms)
75)Hz)(13)ms)
300)Hz)(3)ms)
1)V/m
1)V/m

70)nT
30)mV/m
120)cmA3
25)eV
400)km/s
125)km/s
100)kHz
2)kHz
1)Hz
125)kHz)(8)µs)
825)Hz)(1.2)ms)
20)Hz)(50)ms)
35)Hz)(30)ms)
10)mV/m
70)mV/m

6)nT
3)mV/m
7)cmA3
8)eV
450)km/s
45)km/s
24)kHz
160)Hz
0.1)Hz
45)kHz)(22)µs)
180)Hz)(5.5)ms)
4)Hz)(250)ms)
5)Hz)(200)ms)
1)mV/m
10)mV/m

2018 Baseline Mission Design
Mission Trajectory
Venus-Venus-Venus-Venus-Venus-Venus-Venus-Gravity-Assist (V7GA) Trajectory
First Perihelion
at 35.7 RS
Nov 1, 2018

Venus Flyby #3
Jul 6, 2020
Venus Flyby #4
Feb 16, 2021

! Switching between resonant
and non-resonant Venus
encounters to minimize
mission duration

Venus Flyby #7
Nov 2, 2024
Launch
July 31, 2018
Venus Flyby #5
Oct 11, 2021
Venus Flyby #6
Aug 16, 2023

! Orbit phasing matched
between flybys so that no
deep space maneuvers are
required

Sun
Mercury

! Multiple solar encounters at
various distances

Venus
Venus Flyby #1
Sept 28, 2018
Venus Flyby #2
Dec 22, 2019

16-19 March 2015

! Repeated 7 Venus gravity
assists to lower orbit to
reach the Sun

Earth

! Solar distances not beyond
Earth for a solar powered
spacecraft

First Min Perihelion
at 9.86 RS
Dec 19, 2024
Solar Probe Plus Critical Design Review
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Investigation Overview
Investigation

Instruments

Principal Investigator

Fields Experiment
(FIELDS)

5 x Electric Antennas
2 x Fluxgate Magnetometer (MAG)
1 x Search Coil Magnetometer (SCM)

Prof. Stuart D. Bale,
University of California Space Sciences
Laboratory, Berkeley, CA

Integrated Science
Investigation of the
Sun (ISIS)

High energy Energetic Particle
Instrument (EPI-Hi)
Low energy Energetic Particle
Instrument (EPI-Lo)

Solar Wind Electrons
Alphas and Protons
(SWEAP)

Solar Probe Cup (SPC)
2 Solar Probe ANalyzers (SPAN)

Wide-field Imager for
Solar PRobe
(WISPR)

White light imager

Heliospheric Origins
with Solar Probe Plus
(HeliOSPP)

16-19 March 2015

Prof Dr.
X David J. McComas,

Southwest Research Institute, San
Antonio, TX

Princeton Univ

Prof Dr.
X Justin Kasper,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI &
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,
Cambridge, MA
Dr. Russ Howard, Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, DC

Prof Dr.
Observatory Scientist
X Marco Velli,
- addresses SPP science objectives via Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA
multi-instrument data analysis to
UCLA
optimize the scientific productivity of the
mission
Solar Probe Plus Critical Design Review
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PSP remote sensing – ‘WISPR’

Simulated WISPR Observation during 9.8Rs perhelion passage. Fly-through a Streamer Stalk of
0.15Rs radius with fine-scale structure (filaments are 1400 km-wide).
Movie duration = 30 min.

Spacecraft Overview
! NASA selected instrument suites
! 685kg max launch wet mass
! Reference Dimensions:
"

S/C height: 3m

"

TPS max diameter:2.3m

"

S/C bus diameter: 1m

! C-C Thermal protection system
! Hexagonal prism s/c bus configuration
! Actively cooled solar array
"

388W electrical power at encounter

"

Solar array total area: 1.55m2
Radiator area under TPS: 4m2

"

! 0.6m HGA, 34W TWTA Ka-band science DL
! Science downlink rate: 167kbps at 1AU
16-19 March 2015

Solar Probe Plus Critical Design Review
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Payload Accommodation on S/C (1/3)
FIELDS
Search Coil
Magnetometer
(SCM)

FIELDS V1
Antenna

FIELDS V4
Antenna

FIELDS V5
Antenna

FIELDS Fluxgate
Magnetometers
(MAGo and MAGi)
SWEAP
SPAN B

16-19 March 2015

FIELDS V2
Antenna

FIELDS V3
Antenna
SWEAP
SPC
Solar Probe Plus Critical Design Review
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Fields & Waves Instrument capabilities
meet Level 1 requirements with margin

Magnetic
Field

FIELDS FGM
FIELDS SCM

FIELDS TDS

Electric
Field

FIELDS DFB

Plasma
Waves

FIELDS TDS
FIELDS DFB

Radio

FIELDS RFS

Quasi-thermal
Noise
~DC

Fields & Waves Sensors
FIELDS/FGM
FIELDS/SCM
FIELDS/TDS
FIELDS/DFB
FIELDS/RFS

L1 Requirement
10Hz

1kHz

FIELDS RFS

1MHz

Frequency (log)
16-19 March 2015

Solar Probe Plus Critical Design Review
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Particle Instrument capabilities meet
Level 1 requirements with margin

electrons
protons

helium
ions (z>4)

SWEAP-SPAN
SWEAP-SPC

ISIS-EPI-Lo
ISIS-EPI-Hi

SWEAP-SPAN
SWEAP-SPC

ISIS-EPI-Lo

SWEAP-SPAN
SWEAP-SPC

16-19 March 2015

ISIS-EPI-Hi

ISIS-EPI-Lo

iron
1eV/nuc

ISIS-EPI-Hi

ISIS-EPI-Lo

L1 Requirement

ISIS-EPI-Lo

1keV/nuc

Solar Probe Plus Critical Design Review

ISIS-EPI-Hi
ISIS-EPI-Hi

1MeV/nuc

Energy (log)

Particle Sensors
SWEAP/SPAN
SWEAP/SPC
ISIS/EPI-Lo
ISIS/EPI-Hi

1GeV/nuc
03-13

Payload Overview - Operations
Solar Encounter
Period
(10-11 Days)

24 Solar Encounter Orbits

Cruise/Downlink
Period

Orbital Periods Vary (168
to 88 days)

Solar distance > 0.25 AU

Solar distance ≤ 0.25 AU

Cruise/Downlink Period
! Cruise Operations

Solar Encounter Period

"

! Encounter Operations
"

"

"

"

Primary science data
collection phase – All
instruments powered on
LGA or Fanbeam antenna
periodically available for
comm & nav data
No recorded data playback

"
"

! Science Downlink Operations
"
"
"

16-19 March 2015

Instruments Powered On (Sun distance < 0.82 AU)
Instruments may be off during special activities
Fanbeam for comm – HSK data only; LGA during
maneuvers
Commanding as needed to support S/C maintenance
All instruments powered off
HGA for comm – recorded data playbacks
Commanding as needed to support S/C maintenance

Solar Probe Plus Critical Design Review
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Status

Launch window opens July 31, 2018!
Delayed to NET August 11
Spacecraft is fully integrated
Being integrated to 3rd stage
Move to Complex 37 in one week

Summary/End
• The inner heliosphere is the birthplace of the solar wind
• The plasma conditions are likely to be very ‘kinetic’ and transient: large
plasma pressure anisotropies, nonthermal particle populations, interspecies drifts, structured turbulence, etc
• NASA Parker Solar Probe will go to within the Alfven surface and make the
first in situ measurements of this environment
• Solar Orbiter, DKIST, SKA, and other assets come online in the same
timeframe: a golden age for coronal and solar wind physics!

